Press Release

Grand Lisboa Palace Resort Macau All Set for a Phased Opening Tomorrow
An exciting collection of style and leisure offerings;
more highly-anticipated features to be added to the flagship of SJM
Room reservations are now open
(Macau, 29 July 2021) Grand Lisboa Palace Resort Macau, the new integrated resort by
SJM Resorts, S.A. (“SJM”) in Cotai, announced today that it will open its doors to the public
in a phased manner at 12 noon on 30 July 2021. The first phase will see the lavish integrated
resort welcoming guests to the flagship Grand Lisboa Palace Macau, the largest of its three
hotel towers, as well as a variety of enticing dining options and wellness facilities, and stunning
event spaces.
With luxurious accommodation and outstanding leisure facilities, Grand Lisboa Palace
promises to be an experience in grandeur. It celebrates the coming together of the best of two
worlds – the enchanting essence of the East and West. Inspired by the monumental European
buildings of the Neoclassical to Belle É poque periods and traditional Chinese motifs, the Resort
honours the legendary, cross-cultural heritage of Macau.
Talking about the phased opening, Ms. Daisy Ho, Chairman of the Board of Directors of SJM,
said, “Grand Lisboa Palace has been a much-awaited milestone for us at SJM, and we are
thrilled to welcome guests to enjoy our facilities that deliver world-class lifestyle experiences
along with a flavour of the East-meets-West cultural uniqueness that is synonymous with
Macau. Over the next few months, more facilities will continue to be added to
Grand Lisboa Palace’s bouquet of legendary offerings as part of a rolling launch.
“A monumental amount of effort has gone into making this project a reality and it is our aim
to diversify Macau’s tourism landscape by bringing in unique elements. We remain committed
to redefining hospitality standards in the industry and supporting the Macau SAR Government
in its agenda to develop Macau into a World Centre of Tourism and Leisure.”
Grand Lisboa Palace boasts an array of facilities and amenities which will fascinate its guests:


Best-in-class Accommodation – The highly anticipated Grand Lisboa Palace Macau
houses the majority of accommodation at the Resort. Each of its 1,350 contemporary,
Chinoiserie-inspired rooms and suites pay tribute to the long tradition of Sino-Western
cultural exchange in Macau. The furniture selections reinterpret the city’s heritage patterns
and motifs in wood, porcelain, and vibrant lacquer with bronze metal accents,
complemented by bespoke art pieces depicting old and new Macau. All guestrooms feature
exceptional in-room amenities and gorgeous views overlooking Cotai or the Resort’s
European-styled gardens Jardim Secreto. Besides, all guests staying at the Resort can also
enjoy exclusive access to the gardens – a place not to be missed for pictures!
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Luxurious Wellness Facilities – Grand Lisboa Palace Macau offers a pampering wellness
experience for its guests with lavish indoor and outdoor temperature-controlled swimming
pools, as well as a state-of-the-art gym with breath-taking views of the lush, Europeaninspired gardens Jardim Secreto. The 25-metre indoor pool features stunning Macanese and
Baroque designs that reflect the Resort's elegant East-meets-West aesthetics. During the
summer months, the outdoor pool features chilled-out beats, poolside loungers and sofas,
and beautiful garden views for an ultimate relaxing experience.



One-of-a-kind Event Venues – With over 3,800 square metres of indoor and outdoor event
space, Grand Lisboa Palace provides an elegant setting for banquets, conferences, meetings
and social events. Pillar-less ballroom, The Grand Pavilion, is an exquisite destination for
weddings and celebrations. Spanning 1,400 square metres, this spectacular sunlit venue is
equipped with built-in projection mapping technology, and can accommodate up to 780
guests in round-table banquets or 1,500 guests in a cocktail setting. The conjunct gardens,
Jardim Secreto, offer outdoor event space surrounded by the Resort's breath-taking
architecture, a mesmerising backdrop for special occasions.



Unrivalled Culinary Options – Continuing SJM’s legacy and top-tier position in Macau’s
food and beverage industry, Grand Lisboa Palace launches with an array of enticing dining
options, such as, The Grand Buffet, the returning legendary buffet restaurant in Macau;
Mesa, a contemporary Portuguese restaurant featuring bold design with oriental inspiration;
Chalou, a classic tea house designed by celebrated Hong Kong designer Alan Chan;
Wulao, the highly sought-after Taiwanese hotpot restaurant; and casual dining options –
Eight Treasures and GLP Lobby Lounge in the first phase with many more to follow in
subsequent phases.

To celebrate the phased opening, the Resort is rolling out a special
“Unveil the Legendary Offer” package. The package includes a stay complete with
accommodation of Grand Lisboa Palace Macau, daily breakfast for two at The Grand Buffet,
access to the Jardim Secreto and wellness facilities, and dining credits worth MOP300 per room
per night, which can be used to explore any of the Resort’s exceptional restaurants, enjoy inroom dining options, or the mini bar in the comfort of your own room. Bookings are now open
and can be made at https://qr.glp.mo/2v579k. In addition, to commemorate the opening of a
returning crowd favourite, The Grand Buffet, an “Opening Grand Buffet Promotion” will
offer a 20 percent discount for guests paying with any Macau Government E-Consumer
method*.
Further facilities to be launched in phases over the next few months include the longanticipated hotel towers that are part of the integrated resort – THE KARL LAGERFELD,
the first and only in the world with its interiors fully designed by the late fashion legend
Karl Lagerfeld, and Asia’s first Palazzo Versace Macau, offering a true Versace lifestyle
experience with the design overseen by the renowned Italian luxury fashion house. Both
properties will feature 270 rooms and suites each, in addition to their own wellness facilities
and restaurants. More anticipating dining options and other leisure and entertainment offerings
will also be opened gradually.
For more information about the opening offers and the latest updates about Grand Lisboa
Palace Resort Macau, please visit www.grandlisboapalace.com.
*

The 20 percent discount must be settled by E-Consumer voucher methods and is applicable for a maximum of
four persons per table. Blackout dates apply, and advance reservation is required.
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Photo Captions

Photo 1: Inspired by the monumental European buildings of the Neoclassical to Belle É poque
periods and traditional Chinese motifs, Grand Lisboa Palace Resort Macau honours the
legendary, cross-cultural heritage of Macau.

Photo 2: Grand Lisboa Palace Macau has 1,350 contemporary, Chinoiserie-inspired rooms and
suites that pay tribute to the long tradition of Sino-Western cultural exchange in Macau.
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Photo 3: Grand Lisboa Palace Macau’s lavish indoor temperature-controlled swimming pool
features stunning Macanese and Baroque designs.

Photo 4: Jardim Secreto, the conjunct gardens surrounded by the three hotel towers, offers
outdoor event space surrounded by the Resort's breath-taking architecture.

Photo 5: The Grand Pavilion is a pillar-less ballroom, destined to be an exquisite destination
for weddings and celebrations in Macau.
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About SJM Resorts, S.A. (“SJM”)
SJM, a subsidiary of SJM Holdings Limited (listed on the Main Board of the Hong Kong Stock
Exchange, stock code: 880), is a leading operator, owner and developer of premier tourism,
leisure entertainment and related businesses in Macau and the only casino gaming
concessionaire with its roots in Macau. SJM’s Grand Lisboa, set in the heart of the city with
indoor access to the legendary Hotel and Casino Lisboa, offers acclaimed restaurants, ultraluxurious rooms, and a full complement of entertainment and leisure facilities. Grand Lisboa
is home to seven Michelin stars, including the Michelin three-star restaurants The Eight and
Robuchon au Dôme, as well as the one star-rated The Kitchen. SJM also operates Casino
Oceanus at Jai Alai, connected directly to the Macau Outer Harbour Ferry Terminal. The
adjacent Jai Alai complex comprises Jai Alai Hotel and multiple restaurants. Situated in the
historic Inner Harbour district is Ponte 16 Resort, housing a five-star Sofitel Macau at Ponte
16 as well as diversified entertainment and dining facilities.
Grand Lisboa Palace Resort Macau, SJM’s newest integrated resort in Cotai, will feature three
hotel towers – Grand Lisboa Palace Macau, Palazzo Versace Macau and
THE KARL LAGERFELD, facilities for meetings and conferences, shopping, dining,
entertainment, and casino gaming.
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